Technoeconomic and Policy Drivers of Project Performance for Bioenergy Alternatives Using Biomass from Beetle-Killed Trees
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Abstract: As a result of widespread mortality from beetle infestation in the forests of the western United States, there are substantial stocks of biomass suitable as a feedstock for energy production. This study explored the financial viability of four production pathway scenarios for the conversion of beetle-killed pine to bioenergy and bioproducts in the Rocky Mountains. Monte Carlo simulation using data obtained from planned and existing projects was used to account for uncertainty in key technoeconomic variables and to provide distributions of project net present value (NPV), as well as for sensitivity analysis of key economic and production variables. Over a 20-year project period, results for base case scenarios reveal mean NPV ranging from a low of $-8.3 million for electric power production to a high of $76.0 million for liquid biofuel with a biochar co-product. However, under simulation, all scenarios had conditions resulting in both positive and negative NPV. NPV ranged from $-74.5 million to $51.4 million for electric power, and from $-21.6 million to $246.3 million for liquid biofuels. The potential effects of economic trends and public policies that aim to promote renewable energy and biomass utilization are discussed for each production pathway. Because the factors that most strongly affect financial viability differ across projects, the likely effects of particular types of policies are also shown to vary substantially.
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1. Introduction

Currently, 46% of all renewable energy in the United States (U.S.) comes from biomass, which accounts for 4.6% of total national energy consumption [1]. As such, bioenergy is anticipated to play a key role in the country’s ability to meet renewable energy goals set by legislation such as the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 [2]. Many U.S. states also have renewable energy goals that explicitly include woody biomass utilization [3,4]. The U.S. Department of Energy estimates that, depending on price and policies over the next 20 years, woody biomass in the form of logging residues may provide between 16.2 and 18.9 million dry tonnes of biomass per year for energy [5]. Biomass energy can provide greenhouse gas benefits under certain conditions, such as in the case of residues from forest management activities in disturbance-prone ecosystems [6,7].

In the Rocky Mountain region of the western U.S. (Figure 1), there are substantial stocks of woody biomass associated with meeting forest management needs. Large areas of forest have become densely...
overstocked and substantially departed from historic, fire-resilient conditions because of decades of fire suppression, livestock grazing, and poor timber harvesting practices [8,9]. It is widely acknowledged that these conditions, together with climate change, have contributed to the escalating extent [10,11] and severity [12,13] of wildfire in the region. Furthermore, there is evidence that dense forests coupled with warmer winters and prolonged drought led to the largest bark beetle outbreak ever recorded in North America [14,15]. In Colorado, over 6.6 million acres of forestland have been negatively affected by the mountain pine beetle [16], with similar landscape-scale impacts caused more recently by the spruce bark beetle [17].

In response to these challenges, forest managers frequently prescribe silvicultural treatments to reduce stocking in dense forests to alter fire behavior (i.e., fuel treatments) and to harvest beetle-killed trees in stands with high mortality following an infestation (i.e., salvage harvests). Such treatments can be a substantial source of woody biomass feedstock for bioenergy production for several reasons. First, compared to green stands managed commercially, much of the volume cut in these treatments is not suitable for conventional solid wood products because of its small diameter or poor quality. Fuel treatments tend to remove smaller sub-dominant trees, leaving behind the larger diameter, green trees. Stands with substantial mortality are often affected by defects such as stain, rot and cracking, especially if there is a long delay between infestation and harvesting. Second, in some areas a portion of this material can be used as pulpwood for paper and other products, but those markets are long distances from much of the interior western U.S., limiting options for selling low-grade wood fiber. Third, the disposal by burning of unmerchantable biomass is frequently desired or required to reduce fire risk and improve site conditions for regeneration, but has negative impacts on local air quality. These characteristics present a unique opportunity to use forest biomass from fuel treatments and salvage harvests as feedstock in the production of renewable energy.

Despite its promise, such use can be financially challenging, with high production costs relative to fossil fuels creating barriers to growth [18]. Harvesting, collecting, processing, storing and transporting woody biomass feedstock can be quite expensive and can result in costs that exceed the delivered
value of the feedstock for energy [19]. Financial challenges are also present on the demand side of the equation. Biomass can be converted into electricity, heat, and liquid and solid biofuels through a variety of conversion technologies, including combustion, pyrolysis, gasification and pelletization [20,21]. These technologies sometimes produce valuable co-products such as biochar, which is a high-carbon charcoal used as a soil amendment. However, technologies can differ substantially in terms of the overall complexity of the production process, as well as key production variables such as capital expenditures, operations costs, workforce requirements, and feedstock specifications. These technologies also tend to compete directly with fossil fuel-based technologies. As a result, technologies differ substantially in terms of net cost of production and substitutability, as well as the degree to which specific process variables impact production costs. Despite such variability among technologies, feedstock cost is cited almost universally as an important variable in determining project financial performance.

Given both the importance of and wide variation in the cost of forest-based bioenergy feedstocks, and the variety of energy conversion technologies that exist, there is a need to better understand how different conversion options compare to one another under alternative feedstock scenarios and what variables are most important in determining project success. This information is critical in developing effective policies aimed at increasing renewable energy production from woody biomass. This research contributes to filling this knowledge gap by: (1) conducting a technoeconomic comparison of four bioenergy technologies using woody biomass from beetle-killed trees to explore the relative importance of different economic and production variables on financial viability; and (2) discussing implications of these results for public policy and project investment.

Technoeconomic Analysis of Woody Biomass Energy

Technoeconomic analysis (TEA) is a modeling process that combines benefit-cost analysis with a detailed technical specification of a technology being evaluated [22]. TEA can be used to determine the potential economic viability of energy generation technologies and can help determine which technologies have the highest potential for success under specific conditions. TEA can also help identify the factors to which profitability is most sensitive and guide decisions about research and development toward areas where improvements will result in the largest cost reductions. When conducted well, TEA provides a standardized approach that facilitates accurate comparison of project alternatives, and it has been used to evaluate a wide range of bioenergy, biofuels and bioproducts technologies using woody biomass as feedstock.

An early TEA of bioenergy analyzed electricity generation in the United Kingdom using multiple different technologies and concluded that financial viability can be enhanced through, among other things, renewable energy financial incentives, high electricity prices, opportunities to procure feedstock from a waste-stream at negative cost, combined heat and power production, and the sale of co-products such as biochar [23]. The majority of TEA since then have found that at least one of those recommendations were major factors in determining the financial viability of bioenergy production.

An analysis of gasification of forest residues to produce biofuels and chemicals in a 2000 dry tonne per day plant in Western Canada, found the production of biomass based fuels to be expensive relative to fossil fuels, with carbon credits in the range of $50 to $120 per tonne offering a potential mechanism to improve competitiveness [24]. In a study that analyzed pyrolysis and gasification of pine, it was found that gasification was able to produce methanol at prices competitive with fossil fuels at scales larger than 100 tonnes per hour (h), but pyrolysis was only competitive when biochar was considered as a revenue generating co-product [25]. Financial viability was sensitive to the selling price of biochar, with the break-even selling price between $220 and $280 per tonne. Results from a technoeconomic assessment of co-firing with beetle-killed biomass in existing coal fired power plants in Colorado and Wyoming showed that co-firing increases the cost of electricity production between 1% and 9% depending on the plant and the percent of coal offset with biomass [26]. With a subsidy of $219,000 per square kilometer of forestland treated to supply the biomass feedstock ($2190 per hectare), the majority
of cases considered resulted in reduced production costs relative to coal-only options. Liquid biofuels produced with wood chips have the potential to be competitive with their fossil derived equivalents, with fast pyrolysis and hydrotreating bio-oil in a 2000 tonne per day plant able to produce a gasoline and diesel blendstock with a minimum fuel selling price of $3.39 per gasoline gallon (gal) equivalent (2011 dollars, $0.89 per liter gasoline equivalent) [27]. However, that analysis included advancements that did not reflect the current state of commercially-available technology, which were targeted to be achieved by 2017 [27].

Studies like these have provided valuable insights to guide entrepreneurs and policy makers, and factors such as financial incentives, high energy prices, low cost feedstock, combined heat and power production, and the manufacture of co-products have become generally accepted as key determinants of project financial performance. However, at least three important conditions necessitate the ongoing use of TEA research to inform industrial decision making and public policy: the continuous development and deployment of new bioenergy technologies; variable conditions at the regional and local levels, including the evolution of feedstock supply chains to incorporate new sources of biomass from multiple sectors; and the shifting policy environment. Furthermore, because many existing TEAs focus on a single technology, there is a need for comparative TEA that evaluates technology alternatives using a standardized methodology and common set of assumptions.

2. Methods

This study used TEA with Monte Carlo simulation of uncertain inputs to compare four bioenergy options: liquid biofuel with biochar coproduct (Biofuel Scenario), wood pellets with biochar coproduct (Pellet Scenario), institutional-scale biomass heating (Heat Scenario), and utility-scale power production (Power Scenario). These four scenarios were chosen to represent different existing or planned energy conversion technologies in the Rocky Mountain region. Analysis of production technologies that are already deployed in the study region is a logical starting point to address the issue of efficient use of woody biomass from beetle killed forests because public policy and market forces have thus far supported their construction and operation, and market transaction evidence exists to benchmark specific costs and revenues. Although both the Biofuels and Pellet scenarios produce biochar as a co-product, a Biochar-only Scenario was not considered in this study because we were unable to obtain comparable data and information about a commercial facility operating at scale. This section proceeds first with a detailed explanation of assumptions and data sources, followed by descriptions and schematic diagrams of the production technologies represented in each scenario, then a description of the economic analysis conducted, and finally Monte Carlo simulation methods are explained.

Information on the production technologies used to characterize the four scenarios was collected from three sources: industry partners operating or planning similar facilities in the region, the primary literature focused on TEA of bioenergy and bioproducts, and engineering textbooks focused on facility design, construction and operation. Some additional information was provided in published sources by government agencies such as the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), the U.S. Department of Labor, and in rare cases by industry experts through personal communication. Though industry partners and experts contributed important information to the analysis, the four scenarios developed and analyzed here do not represent specific operations as they exist or as they are planned on the ground, but were developed as generalized scenarios that best combine diverse information from these sources in ways that facilitate independent replication, transparent interpretation, and broader application.

To make the results comparable between scenarios, an identical methodology is used to evaluate each scenario, and wherever possible identical assumptions are made for all scenarios. However, because there are substantial differences in the technologies in terms of products, production capacity, and capital investment required, scenario specific assumptions are required for some variables. All facilities are assumed to be based in the U.S. state of Colorado because it is one of the states most
severely impacted by bark beetles, all of the partner facilities were located there, and this assumption removes variability that might otherwise be attributed to location.

All scenarios are treated as $n$th plant analyses, meaning that technologies are treated as mature, with several plants already constructed and operating [27]. Under $n$th plant assumptions, additional costs that are associated with a first-of-a-kind plant are not included in accounting. Such costs typically include special financing, equipment redundancies, research and development costs for new technologies, and extended startup periods [27].

A common starting point in the production process was used for all scenarios in this analysis, with standard size wood chips delivered to the factory gate and purchased on a dry weight basis. Tonne is a metric unit of mass equal to 1000 kg, and is called a “metric ton” in the United States. “Dry weight basis” represents a unit of measure equal to the mass of the feedstock minus the mass of the water content, and does not necessarily mean that the biomass contains no moisture upon delivery. Both are used here because they are conventional in the industry. Unless otherwise noted, feedstock mass is referred to on a dry weight basis.

Wood chip size specifications are set at less than 7.62 cm (3 inches) in the longest dimension with no more than 10% overrun (i.e., less than 10% of the delivery falling outside that specification). In the Rocky Mountains, moisture content can range from 15% moisture in wood chips from standing dead trees to 50% or more in chips from live trees. The mean delivered cost of wood chips was set at $40 per dry tonne, consistent with other technoeconomic analysis of forest biomass based energy production [24], the U.S. Department of Energy Billion-Ton Report [5], which considers a range from $36 to $73 per tonne ($40 to $80 per short ton), and price information from industry partners. Many conversion technologies require a narrower feedstock specification than this in terms of size, shape, particle homogeneity or moisture content, and additional pre-processing was taken into account on a scenario-specific basis. All of the scenarios included equipment to dry, size and screen this standardized chipped material on-site to correct specifications as required by the technology. Key economic and production parameters for the scenarios are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Description of scenarios. MM: million.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative Scenarios</th>
<th>Biofuel</th>
<th>Pellet</th>
<th>Heat</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production technology</td>
<td>Pyrolysis</td>
<td>Pellet mill with gasifier</td>
<td>Commercial boiler</td>
<td>Combustion with steam turbine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary product</td>
<td>Biofuel</td>
<td>Wood pellets</td>
<td>Thermal energy</td>
<td>Electricity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-product</td>
<td>Biochar</td>
<td>Biochar</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedstock processing capacity</td>
<td>10 t h$^{-1}$</td>
<td>9 t h$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.4 t h$^{-1}$</td>
<td>10 t h$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary product yield</td>
<td>1.8 MM gal</td>
<td>56,500 t</td>
<td>22,400 MMBtu</td>
<td>89,100 MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-product yield</td>
<td>17,700 t</td>
<td>620 t</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Capital Investment</td>
<td>$80.0 MM</td>
<td>$18.3 MM</td>
<td>$680,000</td>
<td>$39.3 MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual operating costs</td>
<td>$11.3 MM</td>
<td>$6.2 MM</td>
<td>$84,000</td>
<td>$5.1 MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual labor costs</td>
<td>$2.6 MM</td>
<td>$1.0 MM</td>
<td>$11,000</td>
<td>$0.9 MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual operating time</td>
<td>6570 h</td>
<td>7446 h</td>
<td>5256 h</td>
<td>7884 h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1. The Production Scenarios

2.1.1. Biofuel with Biochar Scenario

The first scenario represents liquid biofuels and biochar production via pyrolysis (Figure 2). Bio-oil, also known as pyrolysis oil, is the condensed liquid product most often associated with pyrolysis [20]. However, in this case, pyrolysis is used to generate vapors that are catalytically converted to liquid fuel. This process has a lower liquid yield by mass than bio-oil production via condensation, but generates a near “drop-in” liquid biofuel with characteristics of near zero oxygen and benzene content that can be blended with petroleum gasoline. Because this process requires relatively narrow specifications
for feedstock size and moisture content, it begins with on-site chipping, screening and drying of
delivered wood chips. When the proper size and moisture content are achieved, the wood chips are
fed through a lockhopper feed system into a pyrolyzer. Both the dryer and the pyrolyzer require
natural gas or light gas for heating. In the pyrolyzer, wood chips are heated in the absence of oxygen
until energy-rich vapors and light gases are produced. The remaining mass fraction is processed into a
biochar co-product. Energy-rich vapors are interacted with a catalyst to produce a mixture of water,
light gases, and biofuel, which are uncoupled in a separation step. In both the pyrolysis and the liquid
separation phases, light gases with relatively low energy content are either flared or returned to the
feedstock dryer through a recycle system to produce process heat. After the liquid separation phase,
the raw biofuel mixture undergoes distillation into gasoline, diesel, and other fuel grades. In the base
case, both the biochar and fuel yields used in the analysis are empirical outcomes from processing
beetle-killed pine on large scale pilot systems using this technology. Natural gas, electricity, diesel,
nitrogen, and catalysts are all consumed in this process and are accounted for as operating costs.

![Figure 2. Schematic diagram of liquid biofuels production via pyrolysis with biochar co-product.](https://example.com/figure2)

2.1.2. Pellet Scenario

The second scenario represents a wood pellet production facility (Figure 3). In the pellet facility,
delivered biomass is first reprocessed in a chipper, and then transported via conveyor into a rotary
dryer. Dried wood chips flow into a cyclone to separate particles of different sizes. Dry chips of the
appropriate size are then processed into saw dust in a hammer mill and the sawdust is then fed into a
pellet mill that presses the sawdust into pellets. Because of the high heat of the pellets when they come
out of the pellet mill, they pass through an air-cooling unit. After cooling, pellets are packaged into
retail-sized 20 kg bags. Packaging and shipping materials are accounted for in annual operating costs.

![Figure 3. Schematic diagram of process heat from gasification with pellet and biochar production.](https://example.com/figure3)

Drying is an essential component of the process because a relatively low moisture content must
be achieved before processing in a hammer mill. Drying generally requires substantial energy inputs,
often natural gas, accounting for around 70% of utility requirements [28,29]. Alternatively, woody
biomass can be combusted or gasified instead of fossil fuels to provide the necessary heat to dry the
feedstock and offset the cost of fossil fuel inputs. A common practice in the forest sector is to use woody biomass combustion or gasification to produce heat or combined heat and power for manufacturing processes. In this scenario, the thermal energy is produced in a gasifier unit that combusts sawdust that is blown into the unit with air. The remainder of the utility requirements are accounted for at market rates for electricity in Colorado [30]. Unconventionally, this system also incorporates a pyrolyzer tube into the gasifier unit that carbonizes additional woodchip inputs and produces biochar as a co-product that provides an additional source of revenue.

2.1.3. Heat Scenario

The third scenario represents thermal energy production via combustion at a distributed-scale thermal power plant appropriate for heating large buildings or complexes of buildings like schools and other institutions (Figure 4). This scale system typically operates at 3–4 MMBtu per hour capacity. In this process, wood feedstock is combusted to heat water that is transported through insulated piping to multiple buildings to supply heating requirements. Feedstock requirements for this process are relatively flexible. Feedstock can be 4–6 inches long and does not have to be in a chip shape. A wide range of moisture content is acceptable (up to 40%), implying that in most cases active drying of feedstock is not necessary, but dry feedstock does have advantages in terms of system efficiency.

![Figure 4. Schematic diagram for institutional heating.](image)

Typically, feedstock is moved on demand using a front-end loader into the boiler building and stored in covered bays for up to two weeks. Some drying occurs incidentally while stored in the bays, but no additional drying is required. An automated auger system feeds wood onto a conveyor belt and into the boiler as needed, based on a laser sensor. The system was sized to provide 80% of required heating capacity on the coldest days of the year and requires a backup natural gas boiler for situations when the wood boiler is idled for ash removal or when the outside temperature is low enough that additional heating is needed, typically $-12 \, ^\circ C$ or lower. This backup system is included in the accounting.

A defining characteristic of the technology in the heat scenario is that it is highly automated. Very little labor is required to operate the facility once it is up and running. Other than manual transport of the feedstock from outdoor storage site into the indoor bays and periodic manual ash removal, which requires only a few hours per week, the system is entirely automated. At 60% capacity factor, the heat scenario has a lower capacity factor than the other scenarios because it is only in operation during the colder months when heat is required.
2.1.4. Power Scenario

The fourth scenario represents electricity generation through combustion at the 11 MW scale (Figure 5). For this technology, feedstock specifications are relatively flexible. Wood chips are combusted in a furnace to create heat, which produces steam in a closed loop turbine system. The steam spins a turbine that powers a generator, which generates electricity. Electricity is then sent to the electric grid. After being used to spin the turbine, the steam travels to a condenser where it is cooled back into liquid water and recycled into the furnace. An automated ash removal system clears the furnace of ash. Although not included in this analysis, if the plant is co-located with a facility that requires heat in its production process, excess heat from the furnace can be utilized in the second facility. Electricity use in the plant is the major utility cost for this scenario. This can be provided either by the facility itself as a portion of production, or by pulling power from the grid for operations. In this case, based on information provided by an industry partner, the facility sells all of the electricity produced and draws the electricity required to run the plant from the grid, with annual electric costs equal to 14% of annual revenues.

![Figure 5. Schematic diagram for utility-scale power production.](image)

2.2. Economic Analysis

Financial performance of each scenario was evaluated for an assumed 20-year facility lifetime, using discounted cash flow analysis to calculate the net present value (NPV) of each operation. NPV is the sum of all current and future cash flows, with future costs and revenues discounted to present values, as shown below.

\[
NPV = \sum_{t=1}^{20} \frac{\text{Revenues}_t - \text{Costs}_t}{(1 + r)^t}
\]

where \( r \) is the discount rate, and \( t \) is the year in which the revenues and costs are accrued, with Year 1 being the first year of operation. A mean discount rate of 10% was used to convert future values into present values, which is a rate commonly used in technoeconomic evaluation of bioenergy projects [24,31,32]. The discount rate in this case is composed of a riskless real rate of 3.0%, which is comprised of a nominal rate of 2.5% and the long-run inflation rate of 0.5%, and an implied risk premium of 6%. A 6% risk premium was selected as a conservative estimate in this case to quantify risks in both production and product marketing, with the novelty of energy products and co-products analyzed ranging from emerging technologies to proven commercial technologies. It is likely that the risk premium would be higher for first plant development, but as stated previously, all analyses are conducted under \( n \)th plant assumptions. For a specific project, the internal rate of return of the project is the discount rate at which the net present value equals zero. Key financial accounting assumptions are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Financial accounting assumptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discount rate</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>[24,31,32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan financing</td>
<td>80% loan financed</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan interest rate</td>
<td>8% APR (^a)</td>
<td>[22,27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan term</td>
<td>10 year payback period</td>
<td>[22,27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal income tax rate</td>
<td>35% (^a)</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant life</td>
<td>20 years</td>
<td>[32,34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation</td>
<td>Straight-line method, 10 years, zero salvage value</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance and local taxes</td>
<td>2% of TCI (^b)</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note \(^a\): Annual percentage rate (APR). \(^b\): Total capital investment (TCI). Income taxes for institutional heat are zero because energy product is not sold so no income is generated. Likewise, insurance and local taxes are not applied to institutional heating.

Revenues are calculated using production data from industry partners (Table 1) and product selling prices (Table 3), based on historic market price data where available. For products with less well-established markets, like biochar, prices are determined based on actual transactions made by industry partners in the region, checked against values in the literature. Revenues and operating costs are partially a function of the number of hours annually that each facility operates. Annual operating hours varies between scenarios and was determined based on empirical data from industry partners. Costs consist of capital investment and annual operating costs. Capital costs are based on information provided by partner facilities, and on published estimates, and are presented in terms of 2015 U.S. dollars.

The total capital investment (TCI) of a scenario is the sum of fixed capital investment (FCI) and working capital. FCI reflects the cost of building and equipping a plant. This includes the cost of engineering, construction, equipment purchase, installation of equipment, buildings, and land [35]. Because of differences in the technologies represented in each scenario, major equipment requirements vary substantially between the scenarios. Included equipment is “within factory gates,” and does not include transportation equipment and infrastructure associated with feedstock harvest and transportation or shipping and delivery of energy products. On the feedstock supply side of the gate, logistics costs for feedstock (i.e., harvest, preprocessing and transportation) are included in the $40 per tonne price, but feedstock storage and processing to narrower specification is considered inside the gate for all scenarios. On the product demand side, packaging of physical products is considered to be inside the gate, but down-stream logistics are outside the gate. Working capital is added as a fixed percent of FCI to account for capital costs associated with day-to-day plant operations like accounts receivable, cash on hand, and raw material and product inventory, and is recouped in the last year of the analysis [35].

Operating costs are incurred continually throughout the life of the plant and are accounted for on an annual basis. Operating costs include feedstock, maintenance, utilities, consumable inputs (e.g., catalysts and chemical inputs), and waste disposal. Labor costs are accounted for separately. Because the scenarios represent different energy production technologies, specific types of operating costs differ across scenarios. Operating costs are based on information provided by partner facilities where available, and on values from the literature where necessary. Labor requirements were provided by the partner facilities, and combined with national wage rate data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics for chemical manufacturing, wood product manufacturing, and biomass electricity plants depending on the job description and scenario [36]. Maintenance costs are accounted for as 5% of TCI for the Biofuel Scenario and the Pellet Scenario [33], $0.50 per MMBtu produced for the Heat Scenario (based on an economic analysis of a similar system in Darby, Montana [37]), and 7% of gross revenue for the Power Scenario.
Although NPV is a valuable measure of the financial viability of each scenario, because of the differences in the scale of investment required and production capacity of the scenarios in this analysis, NPV does not necessarily facilitate comparison among the scenarios. In other words, it is unlikely that a firm would be evaluating either an investment in a single $80 million biofuel plant or 117 institutional heating facilities—these are quite different ventures in most respects. Additionally, because the end products differ between scenarios, metrics such as minimum fuel selling price and levelized energy cost, which are commonly used in TEAs that analyze a single technology, do not offer an informative measure of comparison between these scenarios. However, there is a common input across the scenarios that can be used for a level comparison—feedstock price. To compare scenarios with a level metric, the maximum feedstock price at which each scenario can maintain profitability (NPV = 0) is used.

Monte Carlo simulation was used to account for uncertainty associated with some input variables, generate measures of statistical significance for NPV estimates, estimate maximum bearable feedstock price, and conduct sensitivity analysis. Separate simulation runs with 50,000 iterations were conducted using @Risk 7.5 software (Palisade Corporation, Ithaca, NY, USA) to obtain NPV estimates and maximum bearable feedstock price, and to conduct sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis allows for the relative magnitudes of effects of different factors on NPV to be compared and for potential future conditions to be considered. Consideration of future scenarios, where conditions differ in some way from the modeled scenarios, is facilitated through sensitivity analysis of key production variables, allowing identification of a range of conditions that could result in net positive financial performance.

Monte Carlo simulation provides advantages in sensitivity analysis and accounting for uncertainty. Though deterministic sensitivity analysis is commonly included in economic analyses, it considers only changes in a single variable at a time, with other variables held constant. In contrast, sensitivity analysis using Monte Carlo simulation allows multiple parameters to vary simultaneously, providing a fuller analysis of the effects of the variable of interest across the input space. Monte Carlo simulation also accounts for uncertainty in the absence of independent observations of a variable of interest from which standard error and confidence intervals of parameter estimates could be calculated statistically. For example, in this case, we do not have independent observations of NPV for multiple operations using the same pathway, and uncertainty is quantified with a distribution of NPV values produced by sampling from distributions of values for uncertain inputs, including conversion rate and market prices of products.

Inputs in the discounted cash flow model that varied across a range of values include: capital costs, energy and co-product conversion rates, product selling prices, and the discount rate. All uncertain variables were defined with triangular distributions, with base-case values, ranges, and data sources shown in Table 4. Triangular distributions are continuous probability distributions defined by a minimum value, maximum value and mode, and are commonly used in business and finance when limited information is available to describe the true distributions of variables [38].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Base-Case</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discount Rate</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>4% t−1</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>16% t−1</td>
<td>[24,31,32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedstock price</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>$0 t−1</td>
<td>$40 t−1</td>
<td>$80 t−1</td>
<td>Industry Partners; [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Capital Investment</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>−30% Scenario-specific</td>
<td>+30%</td>
<td>Industry Partners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochar conversion rate</td>
<td>Biofuel</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>Industry Partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochar conversion rate</td>
<td>Pellet</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>Industry Partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biofuel conversion rate</td>
<td>Biofuel</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>Industry Partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pellets price</td>
<td>Pellet</td>
<td>$178 t−1</td>
<td>$200 t−1</td>
<td>$222 t−1</td>
<td>Industry Partners; [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochar price</td>
<td>Biofuel, Pellet</td>
<td>$899 t−1</td>
<td>$1834 t−1</td>
<td>$2,778 t−1</td>
<td>Industry Partners; [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biofuel price</td>
<td>Biofuel</td>
<td>$1.59 gal−1</td>
<td>$2.36 gal−1</td>
<td>$2.96 gal−1</td>
<td>[40,41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity price</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>$50 MWh−1</td>
<td>$100 MWh−1</td>
<td>$150 MWh−1</td>
<td>Industry Partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat price</td>
<td>Heat</td>
<td>$2.52 MMBtu−1</td>
<td>$5.35 MMBtu−1</td>
<td>$10.83 MMBtu−1</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All uncertain parameter inputs are defined with triangular distributions.
Table 4. Net present value (NPV) and ability to pay for feedstock.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Biofuel Scenario</th>
<th>Pellet Scenario</th>
<th>Heat Scenario</th>
<th>Power Scenario</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean NPV at $40 \ t^{-1}$ feedstock price</td>
<td>$76.0\text{M}$</td>
<td>$22.4\text{ M}$</td>
<td>$-$24,000$</td>
<td>$-$8.3\text{ M}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum feedstock price for NPV = 0</td>
<td>$227\ t^{-1}$</td>
<td>$97\ t^{-1}$</td>
<td>$39\ t^{-1}$</td>
<td>$26\ t^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results

Mean values of NPV are presented for each scenario in Table 4. The Biofuel Scenario has the highest mean NPV, at $76.0\text{ million}$ over the 20-year project period, followed by the Pellet Scenario with mean NPV of $22.4\text{ million}$. The Heat Scenario comes next, with a mean NPV that is just below zero, at $-\$24,000$. The Power Scenario has a mean NPV of $-\$8.3\text{ million}$, and is the only scenario with substantially negative mean NPV over the 20-year project period.

Figure 6 displays the distributions of NPV values produced by independent simulations of 50,000 iterations each. The distributions of all four scenarios overlap zero NPV, revealing that, within the range of conditions analyzed in this study, all four scenarios have the potential to be either profitable or unprofitable. The likelihood and magnitude of profitability varies substantially between scenarios, with both the Biofuel Scenario and the Pellet Scenario producing distributions that lay largely in the positive NPV space, and only a small amount of the lower tail of the distributions in the negative NPV outcomes (over 99% positive for the Biofuel Scenario and 98% positive for the Pellet Scenario). The distribution for the Heat Scenario, on the other hand, is centered close to zero, with an almost equal probability of a positive or negative NPV outcome across the analyzed range of conditions (46% positive). The distribution of the Power Scenario is mostly in negative NPV space, only resulting in positive NPV results under optimistic assumptions, with 30% of the 50,000 iterations resulting in positive NPV. NPV ranged from $-\$21.6\text{ million}$ to $\$246.3\text{ million}$ for the Biofuel Scenario, $-\$19.2\text{ million}$ to $\$76.2\text{ million}$ for the Pellet Scenario, $-\$1.7\text{ million}$ to $\$1.9\text{ million}$ for the Heat Scenario, and $-\$74.5\text{ million}$ to $\$51.4\text{ million}$ for the Power Scenario.

Figure 6. Histograms of Net Present Value (NPV) Distributions from Simulations of 50,000 Iterations, by Scenario. (A) Biofuel Scenario: 99% positive outcomes. Range from $-\$21.6\text{ million}$ to $\$246.3\text{ million}$. (B) Pellet Scenario: 98% positive outcomes. Range from $-\$19.2\text{ million}$ to $\$76.2\text{ million}$. (C) Heat Scenario: 46% positive outcomes. Range from $-\$1.7\text{ million}$ to $\$1.9\text{ million}$. (D) Power Scenario: 30% positive outcomes. Range from $-\$74.5\text{ million}$ to $\$51.4\text{ million}$.
Figure 7 displays the effect that each uncertain variable has on NPV for each scenario, across the entire range of values in its distribution, while holding all other uncertain parameters at their base-case values. In each panel, the parameter on the top has the largest effect on NPV, while the parameter on the bottom has the smallest effect. This ranking is attributable to both the relative importance of the variable in the calculations and also the relative width of its defined distribution range.

For the Biofuel Scenario, the price of biochar has the largest effect on NPV, while the price and conversion rates of biofuel have the smallest effects. This result is driven largely by the fact that a substantially larger proportion of each tonne of feedstock is converted into biochar than into biofuel, around a factor of three to one on a mass basis, so the effect of biochar price is magnified. The discount rate applied to future costs and revenues is the second most influential variable in determination of NPV. Capital investment has the fourth largest effect on NPV, followed by the price of feedstock, which is ranked fifth. Relative to other scenarios, the discount rate is ranked highest in the Biofuel Scenario tornado graph (Figure 7).

For the Pellet Scenario, the price of pellets has the largest effect on average NPV and the price and conversion rates of biochar have the smallest effects. This is similar to the influence of product price in the Biofuel Scenario: production output influences the relative importance of the two products, with pellets comprising a much larger portion of the output, even though biochar is the higher priced product. Feedstock price has the second largest effect on NPV, followed by the discount rate. Capital costs have the fourth strongest effect on NPV.
The value of heat as the sole energy product in the Heat Scenario has the largest effect on average NPV. In this case, the value of heat represents the value of offset costs from producing an equivalent amount of heat with a substitute fuel, such as natural gas. High heating value can be more broadly interpreted as high cost of heating with a substitute fuel. As in the Pellet Scenario, the cost of feedstock is the second most influential uncertain variable. Capital investment and discount rate have the smallest effects on variability of NPV.

The price of electricity has the largest effect on average NPV of the Power Scenario. Recall that the facility in the Power Scenario produces only electricity, and no value is assigned to heat as would be done in a cogeneration scenario. This scenario produces positive NPV when the price of electricity is at or above $115 per megawatt hour (MWh), which is less than the largest value in the range of $50 to $150 per MWh. The importance of the remaining uncertain variables follows the same order as the Heat Scenario. Notably, the discount rate has the smallest effect on the NPV in both the Heat and the Power Scenario. This is driven by small net revenues at the base-case electricity price and therefore the values being discounted are small relative to more influential factors like capital investment.

Maximum bearable feedstock price for each scenario is presented in Table 4. This price should not be interpreted as what the facility would actually be willing to pay for feedstock, but rather as a metric to compare the relative risk associated with feedstock procurement and its potential impacts on profitability. Recall that delivered feedstock is the same for all scenarios, with inside the gate processing taking the feedstock from its delivered specifications to any narrower specifications required by the technology. Not surprisingly given their NPV ranges, the Biofuel Scenario has the largest maximum bearable feedstock price at $227 per tonne, and the Pellet Scenario has the second highest at $97 per tonne. The Heat Scenario can bear $39 per tonne while maintaining financial viability as reflected by positive NPV. The Power Scenario has the lowest ability to pay for feedstock, but can still pay a positive amount for feedstock, with zero NPV corresponding to a feedstock price of $26 per tonne.

4. Discussion

Results of this TEA provide insights for firm-level decision making with regards to facility siting and investment of additional capital, which can reduce exposure to uncertainty in financial outcomes. Results can also inform government policy-making aimed at facilitating growth in the bioenergy and bioproducts industry in the Rockies, and at stimulating the use of feedstocks from forest sources, including harvest of trees killed by beetles and other insects.

4.1. Industry Implications

Given the much stronger effect of biochar price than capital costs on NPV for the Biofuel Scenario, additional processing of biochar to create product differentiation that could allow biochar to be sold at a premium price would provide financial benefits. Because the NPV of biofuel and biochar production is much more sensitive to the conversion rate of biochar than the conversion rate of biofuel, optimizing the system to maximize biochar production by operating at lower temperatures, at the expense of lower biofuel production, may be a viable tradeoff depending on market conditions. Unlike the other scenarios, in which profitability is highly dependent on the price of feedstock as the second most influential factor, feedstock cost is relatively less important for the Biofuel Scenario. This suggests that site selection in proximity to a supply of inexpensive feedstock is important for the Pellet, Heat and Power Scenarios, but less important for the Biofuel Scenario. For the Biofuel Scenario, proximity to refining capacity and biofuel markets seems to be more critical.

Because the price of pellets has the strongest effect on NPV for the Pellet Scenario, investing additional capital (which has a relatively weak effect on NPV) to enhance the ability to produce a higher quality or more differentiated product that would garner a price premium is likely to be a good tradeoff. Given the relative insensitivity to capital costs, additional capital investment that would allow the facility to produce process electricity in addition to the process heat provided by the gasifier would reduce operating costs and potentially improve profitability.
Because the NPV of the Heat Scenario is close to zero, and is most sensitive to the cost of heating with a substitute fuel, changes in the price of substitute fuels have a large effect on whether or not the facility breaks even. For example, using the price per MMBtu with natural gas in the year of construction for the partner facility ($10.81 in 2005), the NPV of the project would be over $700,000. Using the price of $2.52 in 2016, the NPV is a loss of around −$600,000 (Figure 6). However, the Heat Scenario represents a different type of investment decision than the other scenarios. Institutional heating facilities are most likely to be installed in public institutions, which, along with the goal of reducing heating costs, may be implemented to produce other socially desirable goals of offsetting fossil fuel use or using existing wood waste from nearby public lands as fuel.

Only 30% of iterations yield a positive NPV for the Power Scenario, and though the break-even energy price of $115 per MWh is possible, it is well above the U.S. 2016 average price for industrial users ($68 per MWh), but still below the U.S. 2016 average price for residential users ($125 per MWh). This comparison does not account for a price premium for renewable energy, but considers power price for all energy sources and all consumers. Obviously, a price premium for renewable energy on the residential market would factor more favorably in this case. The financial superiority of both the Biofuel and Pellet scenarios suggests that product diversification is a good strategy for profitability. Opportunity for the production of multiple products exists for power production as well, because heat produced in the electricity generation process could be sold to neighboring industrial facilities. Where opportunities exist, this would produce an additional revenue stream. In addition to being able to achieve NPV = 0 with sufficiently high electricity selling prices ($115 per MWh), the Power Scenario could achieve NPV = 0 at the base-case power price of $100 per MWh by selling approximately 199,000 MMBtu per year at the long-run average price of $5.35 per unit, which would require producing 2.6 MMBtu per tonne of feedstock in addition to the electricity produced, which is technically feasible. One dry tonne of wood chips contains about 18.7 MMBtu of energy and the efficiency of heat production in combined heat and power plants on average is 45% [43]. Producing 8.4 MMBtu tonne$^{-1}$ of the approximately 77,000 tonnes processed annually in the Power Scenario would be over 650,000 MMBtu y$^{-1}$. These calculations assume no additional capital expenses to equip the plant for cogeneration and no reduction in electricity generation efficiency.

4.2. Policy Implications

Numerous policies that aim to promote renewable energy and the utilization of biomass have been enacted throughout the U.S. at both the federal and state levels. Policies aimed at promoting biomass utilization vary according to the type of policy (e.g., incentive, regulation, information), the step in the supply chain to which they apply (i.e., harvesting, transportation, processing, conversion, end use), and the sector that they target (i.e., industrial, commercial, residential). Often falling under the umbrella of public–private partnerships, such policies and the programs they establish can reduce costs, remove barriers to obtaining funding, and reduce the burden of risk on private business ventures by transferring some costs or portion of risk to the public. In exchange for this support, the public receives investments in renewable energy that have public benefits (e.g., reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, local economic development, etc.) and might not have taken place without public assistance. It has been noted that from a public perspective, conventional methods of evaluating financial viability, including this type of TEA, may be incomplete and alternative methods such as the Public Sector Comparator (PSC) can be used to compare outcomes to the cost of the public sector undertaking the project itself [44].

None of the scenarios in this study explicitly incorporated any such policy parameters in their base case or simulations, but potential effects can be examined based on the ranges of the variables and outcomes that were included in the TEA, and the intended or observed effects of policies applied. Given the ever-changing nature of the renewable energy and greenhouse gas emissions policy environment, by not including policy variables in the analysis, we hope interpretation of the results of the study will be less subject to the policy environment that existed during the period in time in which it was
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produced. Furthermore, because policy parameters were not included, PSC and other metrics were also not included, but results do point towards some interesting potential policy effects.

Economic incentives can reduce capital and operating expenses through tax breaks, project financing (loans, loan guarantees, and grants), direct payments for feedstock subsidies, or production payments like renewable energy credits (RECs) and feed-in tariffs [4]. Project financing policies lower the cost of financing bioenergy projects through low interest rate loans or through grants that do not require repayment. Policies such as these can benefit all types of bioenergy projects, but are especially important for liquid biofuels, which require the highest amounts of capital investment and would otherwise potentially be obtained through high interest rate loans because of the investment risk associated with novel technologies. Looking at the highest discount rate in this analysis (16%) as a representation of a high rate of return that might be required for venture capital investors, the NPV of the Biofuel Scenario at 16% is substantially reduced to $44.6 million from the $76.0 million NPV at the mean discount rate of 10%. In reality, expectations for returns from venture capital can be even higher than this, reinforcing the potential benefits of lowering capital costs in this sector. This strategy has been pursued by both the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). For example, between 2008 and 2016, the USDA invested nearly $1 billion in 230 wood energy projects through a combinations of grants, loans, and loan guarantees associated with various programs [45]. The DOE provides loans and loan guarantees to renewable energy projects through its Loan Programs Office, which provided a $132 million loan guarantee for a 25 million gal per year cellulosic ethanol plant in Kansas in 2011 [46].

Reducing up-front capital costs appears to be important to facilities considering institutional biomass heating as well. For example, based on an informal internet search (in July 2017), at least 12 of the 14 institutional heating facilities in the state of Montana received a grant, loan, or loan guarantee to fund some portion of capital investment. This may help institutions justify bioenergy investment in the face of fuel price volatility over a 20-year project period, such as the natural gas price range from $10.81 per MMBtu in 2005 to $2.52 per MMBtu in 2016, which was encountered by our partner facility. As described previously, in the Heat Scenario the price of alternative heating fuels, especially natural gas and fuel oil, had important implications for financial performance. Though there is currently no carbon tax implemented in the U.S., results show that a tax on CO$_2$ emissions from fossil fuels would improve the cost competitiveness of biomass heat specifically, and bioenergy technologies in general, depending on how it was structured and implemented.

Production incentives essentially increase the effective prices received for each unit of energy produced. RECs allow credits associated with the amount of renewable energy produced to be sold in separate markets, that can be voluntary, or part of a compliance market associated with policies such as state-level renewable portfolio standards (RPS), which mandate that utilities and other energy purchasers receive a certain amount of their energy from renewable sources. The effect on bioenergy specifically from increased demand for renewable energy generally created by RPS requirements on bioenergy will depend on price competitiveness with other renewables, unless a specific biomass carve-out is included [47]. Feed-in tariffs provide a price premium and long-term purchase agreements with price stability, and are commonly designed to cover the levelized cost of energy production, plus a target return for investors, which is analogous to achieving NPV = 0 in this analysis [48].

Given that the price received (or cost averted) for the main product was the strongest predictor of NPV across all scenarios, policies that increase the price received per unit produced would be beneficial to all types of producers in this study that sell their outputs. A REC or feed-in tariff worth $15 per MWh would be required to bridge the gap between the $115 MWh$^{-1}$ breakeven selling price of the Power Scenario and the $100 per MWh average wholesale electricity price used in this study. This is higher than the average price of voluntary RECs in the U.S. in 2014 of around $1 per MWh [49]. However, REC prices vary substantially depending on energy type, geographic region, and market conditions, and RECs in state-level compliance REC markets have reached $50 per MWh [49]. More generally, 30% of simulation results for the Power Scenario were in positive NPV space without accounting for heat
value, and the application of these types of economic instruments would push the distribution toward more positive outcomes.

Policies such as the federal Biomass Crop Assistance Program (BCAP) [50], provide direct matching payments on feedstock purchases made by eligible biomass energy facilities. Although the purpose of BCAP was to support suppliers of biomass feedstock, in essence the policy also reduces the cost of feedstock for eligible energy producers. Feedstock purchase subsidies are most likely to benefit electric power production, pellet manufacturing, and institutional heating applications, because of the high impact of feedstock cost on NPV for those scenarios. At the mean value used in this analysis of $40 per tonne, producers could essentially be paying only $20 per tonne. This would make the Power Scenario in our analysis break even on average across the simulation, given the maximum bearable feedstock price of $26 per tonne.

Operations in this study were assumed to be based in Colorado, but it is important to recognize that state-level renewable energy policies vary from state to state, and as a result, potential advantages for each production pathway also vary among states. For example, within the Rocky Mountain region, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, and Montana all have RPS, which may make them more favorable for biomass electricity production than Idaho and Wyoming, which do not have RPS [51]. Other conditions that affect financial outcomes, such as corporate tax rates and the regulatory environment, can also vary substantially among states. Wyoming, for example, does not collect state corporate income tax, which can reduce costs for any type of bioenergy business. Other facility siting considerations such as access to feedstock, access to product markets, availability of skilled labor, and availability of substitute energy products are likely to vary by state and affect financial outcomes.

4.3. Forest Management Implications

The baseline feedstock cost of $40 per tonne was chosen because it is a realistic gate price for 3-inch wood chips in the region. However, the lower limit of $0 per tonne used in the simulation is unrealistic except in the optimistic case of wood waste and byproducts that would otherwise be a liability with disposal costs. Much of the bioenergy produced by the forest sector through cogeneration of process heat and power is produced with such waste (e.g., pulping byproducts) or with low grade ground bark and slash (i.e., hog fuel). Even feedstock with low or zero procurement costs, such as logging residues, must be harvested, processed and transported to the facility, all of which incur substantial costs. In the case of biomass heat, the partner facility has a relatively small feedstock requirement, owns forestland and can generate its own feedstock from forest management activities, and its maximum price of $40 per tonne may cover its production cost. For most other facilities, their gate price for feedstock must be carefully considered in the cost structure of their operations and reflects both the upstream cost of production and its market value for other uses.

As discussed previously, pyrolysis and gasification technologies tend to have narrower feedstock specifications than combustion for heat and power. Generally, this translates to higher feedstock costs. However, it appears from the results that the Biofuel and Pellet Scenarios can bear the cost of producing the clean, dry, small and uniform feedstock that these pathways require. In this case, harvesting beetle killed trees may have an advantage. If the trees are not suitable for traditional solid wood products such as lumber and are too distant from pulp mills to transport efficiently (which would drive up the price for roundwood and chips), tree stems can be efficiently delimbed, transported whole, debarked and processed at the facility. Biomass in this case would be transported as logs rather than chips, which tends to improve the efficiency of logistics, especially if the facility already has the equipment necessary for processing logs inside the gate. Combustion for heat and power has lower specifications and can generally use wetter, dirtier and coarser feedstocks, including ground up limbs and tree tops, which are less expensive, but TEA results show that these facilities also have a lower break even cost for feedstock.

Depending on site conditions, harvesting beetle killed trees can have several benefits, such as recovering economic value, reducing the spread of insects and disease, altering fire behavior to reduce
fire risk, and improving conditions for regeneration. Often, salvaged trees can be used for lumber, paper and other products, and, when technically possible and economically viable, the tops, limbs and merchantable logs can be used for bioenergy. In many cases, harvesting the residual biomass for energy is seen as a marginal cost on the sawlog operation—in other words, the harvest of the higher value products makes biomass harvest possible. Rarely, if ever, is biomass harvest alone viewed as a profitable enterprise in this region, making biomass ventures dependent partly or wholly on the production and manufacture of traditional wood and fiber products. Although this industrial ecology has many benefits, it is not always possible in areas that have experienced decline in this sector. In the case of biofuels, pellets and biochar manufactured jointly, there is evidence that these enterprises may be able to wholly support the supply chain logistics needed to deliver feedstock to the gate, including feedstock from beetle kill salvage.

5. Conclusions

This study explored the financial viability of four existing or planned production pathway scenarios for the conversion of beetle-killed pine to bioenergy and bioproducts in the Rocky Mountain region of the United States. Monte Carlo simulation was used to account for uncertainty in key technoeconomic variables and to provide distributions of NPV, as well as sensitivity analysis for key variables. Maximum bearable feedstock price was used as a levelized metric of comparison across the scenarios, which varied in terms of scale of production and investment, and types of end products. Over a 20-year project period, results reveal average NPV ranging from a low of −$8.3 million for electric power production, to −$24,000 for institutional heating, to $22.4 million for pellets with biochar, to a high of $76.0 million for liquid biofuel and biochar. However, under simulation, all scenarios had conditions resulting in both positive and negative NPV. Maximum bearable feedstock price was $26 per tonne for electric power production, $39 for institutional heating, $97 for pellets with biochar, and $227 for liquid biofuels and biochar.

The large NPV for liquid biofuels and biochar reveals the high potential that new technology holds for profitably utilizing beetle kill pine in the nth plant phase under realistic market and policy conditions. However, the most appropriate technology can be expected to vary on a case-by-case basis depending on the quantity and quality of biomass available, the policy incentives that exist to reduce the cost of investment or operation, and the price of end products, as well as geographic variables not considered in this study. Because a variety of different conditions for biomass utilization exist throughout the Rockies, a variety of production pathways are needed to fill niches where they are most competitive, and where sufficient quantities of biomass are available from forest management activities across a region that is in need of forest restoration, but lacking a large conventional forest industry. Technoeconomic analyses like this one can help identify conditions that are likely to lead to success for bioeconomy entrepreneurs and stakeholders at all stages of the supply chain. Given the promising results for the Biofuel Scenario, further research into the production process and business landscape for liquid biofuel and biochar production is warranted. In particular, given the strong influence of biochar price and weak influence of biofuel price on NPV outcomes, and the potential for price volatility in the future as markets for biochar mature, the impact of market conditions on the decision space for producers of biofuel and biochar offers an intriguing topic for more detailed analysis.
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